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Abstract: In IaaS Cloud, different mapping
relationships between virtual machines
(VMs) and physical machines (PMs) cause
different resource utilization, so how to place
VMs on PMs to reduce energy consumption
is becoming one of the major concerns for
cloud providers. The existing VM scheduling
schemes propose optimize PMs or network
resources utilization, but few of them attempt
to improve the energy efficiency of these two
kinds of resources simultaneously. This paper
proposes a VM scheduling scheme meeting
multiple resource constraints, such as the
physical server size (CPU, memory, storage,
bandwidth, etc.) and network link capacity
to reduce both the numbers of active PMs
and network elements so as to finally reduce
energy consumption. Since VM scheduling
problem is abstracted as a combination of bin
packing problem and quadratic assignment
problem, which is also known as a classic
combinatorial optimization and NP-hard
problem. Accordingly, we design a twostage heuristic algorithm to solve the issue,
and the simulations show that our solution
outperforms the existing PM- or network-only
optimization solutions.
Key words: IaaS cloud; virtual machine
scheduling; energy efficiency; bin packing
problem; quadratic assignment problem
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing provides users with on-demand, flexible, reliable and low-cost services,
and the infrastructure of these services is cloud
data centers [1]. Cloud providers need to construct and manage data centers with low cost.
With the increasing scale of cloud computing,
energy consumption is undoubtedly growing,
which increases operation cost. The related report from Microsoft [2] shows that the
physical resources in data center (e.g. CPU,
memory, storage, etc.) will account for 45%
of the total cost, and energy consumption will
account for 15%; according to [3], in the past
five years, energy consumption in data centers
has been doubled. Therefore, how to reduce
energy consumption is becoming an important
issue in data centers.
Lower server utilization causes a huge
waste of electricity, The data collected from
more than 5000 production servers over a sixmonth period have shown that although servers usually are not idle, the utilization rarely
approaches 100% [4]. Most of the time servers
operate at 10%-50% of their full capacity,
leading to extra expenses on over-provisioning
and extra Total Cost of Acquisition (TCA) [4].
Moreover, energy consumption brings high
cost in ancillary cooling facilities, which will
undoubtedly increase operation cost, so it is an
urgent requirement to find out new solutions
to reduce energy consumption in data centers.
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Now, most of physical servers in cloud data
center use virtualization technology, which
runs multiple virtual servers on the same
physical machine (PM) in order to improve resource utilization and reduce energy consumption. Besides, virtualization also helps cloud
providers to achieve flexible and effective
management.
For public cloud with virtualization, one of
its major services is infrastructure as a service
(IaaS), such as Amazon EC2 [5]. Tenants pay
to rent virtual machine (VM) resources, based
on service level agreements (SLAs), cloud
providers take advantage of VM’s flexible
placement on PM to optimize the resources allocation so as to meet the demands of tenants.
Since different resource utilization is caused
by different mappings between VMs and PMs,
so for cloud providers, the main issue should
be how to place multiple VMs demanded by
tenants onto physical servers so as to minimize the number of active physical resources
and reduce energy consumption, and correspondingly, operation and management costs
will be reduced. Nowadays, VM scheduling is
becoming a hot issue.
Currently, the first challenge for VM scheduling problem is how to optimize the energy
consumption of both PMs and network elements (switches, routers, links, etc.). There
are mainly two research types according to
different resources optimization: one is to consolidate VMs to improve PM utilization [6-9],
but these studies do not consider the impact of
network topology and current communication
traffic. Actually as the scarce resources in data
center, network resources have a direct impact
on application performance [10]. The other
type uses VM scheduling to optimize network
traffic [11, 12], but these studies simply assume that sufficient resources are provided
when placing VM to PM, and neglect the issue
on how to optimize PM’s CPU, memory, storage etc.. In fact, two factors should be considered at the same time when it comes to VM
scheduling: the allocation of PM resources
and the allocation of network resources. VM
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scheduling optimizing both PM and network
resource utilization can effectively reduce energy consumption without impacting on application performance.
The second challenge is how to design a
two-stage VM scheduling in static placement
and dynamic migration [7]. Static placement
refers to cloud providers consider to place VM
on idle PM to satisfy the resource demands
based on VM vector, and static placement is
generally applied for initial VM placement.
Dynamic migration refers to VMs demand to
be readjusted when VMs do not correspond
with PMs in the initial calculation, especially when VMs meet workload fluctuations in
running so that VMs will dynamically migrate
[13]. Static placement concerns the accuracy
of the objective function, while dynamic migration mainly concerns how to minimize the
migration cost, so different VM schedulings
should be taken in these two stages.
This paper proposes an optimal VM scheduling scheme on the basis of multiple resources constraints by cross-optimizing VMs placed
on PMs to minimize the numbers of activated
PMs and network elements, thereby reducing
the energy costs in data center. Based on this,
we propose a two-stage scheduling strategy:
(1) In static VM placement, the optimization
of the PM resources is abstracted as a multi-dimensional bin packing problem (BPP) [14] to
reduce the number of activated PMs; while for
the optimization of network resources, the network topology and the current network traffic
is abstracted as the quadratic assignment problem (QAP) [15] so as to put the large traffic
between VMs into the same PM or the same
network switch. Once network communication
cost is small, the number of required network
elements will be reduced [16]. As is well
known, BPP and QAP is NP- hard problem
[14, 15], so we take a new greedy algorithm
to solve. (2) In dynamic VM migration, the
number of migrated VMs is taken as migration
costs. In a given number of VM migration, we
attempt to optimize the network performance
and energy consumption, and apply a new
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heuristic algorithm to solve.
The main contributions of our paper are:
(1) We present a multi-resource constraint VM
scheduling scheme to improve energy efficiency of physical servers and network elements.
(2) We design a two-stage heuristic algorithm
for VM scheduling in static placement and
dynamic migration. (3) Compared with the
schemes only optimizing PM or network resources, our algorithm has achieved better
results in the simulation.
Our paper is organized as follows: Section
II presents the related work. VM scheduling is
described and modeled in Section III. Section
IV puts forward VM placement and migration
algorithm. The simulation is shown in Section
V. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
There are two focuses on VM scheduling
problem. One is to consider how to place VM
in accordance with the physical servers [6-9].
Verma et al. [6] dynamically re-adjust server’s
location and consider the cost of application
migration and energy with a simple algorithm,
it shows that dynamic migration technology
realizes low energy cost. Bobroff et al. [7]
adopt prediction techniques while minimizing
the number of active PMs, and present mechanism for dynamic migration of VMs based on
a workload forecast. Dong et al. [8] propose
a static VM placement scheme to reduce both
the numbers of PMs and network elements in a
data center to reduce energy consumption, but
this scheme does not consider dynamic VM
migration. Wang et al. [9] consider the consolidation of VM bandwidth with PM bandwidth
as a random packing NP-hard problem (SBP),
it shows certain size of VM is loaded onto a
PM with a probability distribution, and the
goal of optimization is minimizing the number
of PMs. However, [6-7,9] only consider PM
optimization, and ignore the optimization of
other resources.
The PM optimizing schemes above either
consider CPU constraints [6] or PM bandwidth
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constraints [9], and they neglect network
topology and VM network traffic. The other
type considers how to place VM to optimize
network resources [11, 12]. Meng et al. [11]
propose to improve the network scalability in
data center network with a traffic-aware VM
placement scheme. By optimizing VM’s location in the host, the traffic between VMs is
related to the network physical distance, and
VMs with large traffic can be placed on PMs
nearby to reduce the total network traffic.
Mann et al. [12] propose to reduce energy
consumption by VM migration technology and
network routing optimization. Such solutions
only assume to meet needs of physical servers,
and they only optimize network resources and
neglect the optimization of physical server resource.
Currently, some studies consider how to
place VM with the multi-resource constraints
[17-19]. Singh et al. [17] take advantage of
VM migration technology to change VM’s position in PM so as to achieve load balance in
system performance, and such problem is abstracted as multi-dimensional knapsack problem. However, this approach is different from
our proposal, our proposal attempts to reduce
energy consumption, so it is not suitable to
apply the approach in [17]. Chaisiri et al. [18]
propose an optimal VM placement algorithm.
This algorithm can minimize the cost spending in each plan for hosting VMs in a multiple
cloud provider environment under future demand and price uncertainty. It is also different
from our optimization goal. Ferreto et al. [19]
propose a linear program to optimize VM’s
location, and design a heuristic algorithm to
control VM migration; Liao et al. [20] propose
a dynamic VM mapping in the cluster system
and data center to optimize energy, and this
dynamic VM mapping can realize VM migration without much influence on application
performance. [19, 20] use VM migration to
realize dynamic server consolidation, and such
proposals are more suitable for cluster system
or small VMs than for large VMs in the data
center, while our solution is applicable for
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static VM placement with large VM numbers.

III. DESIGN AND MODEL
3.1 Problem description and symbol
definition
In IaaS, cloud providers lease resources for
tenants, and tenants sign SLAs with cloud providers to guarantee the service performance.
Our VM scheduling scheme is mainly for
cloud providers without violating SLAs as
possible, that is, on the premise of ensuring
the performance. The main concern for cloud
providers should be how to design VM scheduling scheme to improve the physical resource
utilization in the resource pool and reduce the
numbers of active PMs and network elements,
so our scheme will finally reduce the operation
cost in data center by means of reducing the
hardware investment and energy consumption.
Assume each tenant requires N VMs. VM
i resource demand is a d-dimensional vector
, and each dimension represents certain type
of VM resources ( such as CPU, memory,
disk etc.). For vector
, d is the
number of types of resources. For example,
Si,2 represents the desired value of the resource
represents
type 2 in VM i. Vector set
all VM resource demands, The main meanings
of the symbols are given in Table I.
Similarly, PM set can be expressed as
, PM
is also a d-dimensional vector,
sponding value of
VM set on PM m.

represents the corre. Pm is the

3.2 Problem formalization
3.2.1 Optimization of server resources
Our focus is mainly on how to minimize number of PMs when different sizes of VMs are
mapped to PMs with different sizes. Meanwhile, some resource constraints such as CPU,
memory and storage should be considered.
Based on this, we consider our problem as a
multi-resource constraint bin packing problem,
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and our objective is to minimize the number of
active physical servers. Here, we use the number of PMs to describe server energy cost. The
fewer PMs will bring less energy consumption
We define X i,m as a binary variable, expressed as


Set

(1)

represents a set of all VM choice,
means each VM can only

be placed on a single PM. Our goal is to
minimize the number of PMs with an effective
VM placement, and it can be formalized as
follows:
Min



(2)

s.t .
Binary variables
shows PM m is
running or to be activated. The constraint is
the number of multiple VMs placed on a PM
cannot exceed the number of corresponding
PM resources.
is the energy consumption
of the PM m.
is closely related to the numbers and the
Table I Key notation and its meaning
Symbol
M
N

Description
Number of PMs, indexed by
Number of VMs, indexed by


Hm

d dimensional resource vector of PM m ,its value
the number of resource types


Si

D-dimensional resource vector of VM i its value

, d is

Ym

Binary variable , 1 indicates PM m is in the activation status ; 0 indicates
that PM m is sleep

X i ,m

Binary variable , 1 indicates VM i is placed on the PM m, whereas 0

Pm

VM set are placed on the PM m

m
Eser

Energy consumption of the PM m.

A

Communication traffic matrix,

is the traffic between VM i and VM j

B

Communication cost matrix, The communication cost between the PMs

π (i )

Mapping function , PM on which VM i is placed
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loads of VMs, which directly affects the loads
of PMs. The larger the number of VMs, the
is modeled in Forlarger the loads of PMs.
mula (3) and (4). In the Formula (3), P(u) represents the power consumption of PM, and the
general value of k is 0.7, which means that the
power consumption of the idle PMs accounts
for 70% of the maximum power consumption
Pmax. Formula (3) shows that the idle PMs still
cause large power consumption. u represents
the PM utilization. As DVFS (Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling) is only available
to CPU, u mainly refers to CPU’s utilization.
u and P(u) are in a linear relation.

(3)


(4)

3.2.2 Optimization of network resources
For the optimization of network resources, our
objective is to minimize traffic in data center
network, and we abstract this problem as QAP.
We converge the large traffic between VMs
onto same PM or on same switch. If the total
communication traffic in network is smaller,
then the number of network elements will be
reduced, and the other idle network elements
will be in a sleep state, finally the energy
consumption will be reduced. Here, we use
network communication traffic to describe network energy consumption. The proposal not
only can save energy of the network elements,
but also save the network bandwidth.
, communicaTraffic matrix
tion cost matrix
, ai,j is the traffic
between VM i and VM j, bh,p represents the
communication cost between PM h and PM p,
communication cost means the switch number
the traffic passes between PMs. The larger the
switch number, the greater the communication
cost, the higher the network energy consumption.
Our goal is to find a mapping function
to meet VM i placed on PM. A VM can be
placed on a PM, but a PM can place multiple
VMs.
The objective function can be formally expressed as:
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Min

(5)

ei is the traffic between VM i and external
communications.
represents the communication cost between PM on which VM i is
placed and the external switch . The function
of the second portion is assumed to be a fixed
number, due to the special nature of the network topology, it can be ignored in the algorithm.
3.2.3 Migration cost
There are many migration cost metrics [21],
and we use relatively simple and effective one.
We use the number of VMs to represent migration costs, the less the number of migrated
VMs, the less the migration costs, the less the
impact on the application. Nmig represents the
number of VMs to be migrated.
Min

(6)
Our goal is to minimize migration cost,
MLU and total energy consumption, which is
a multi-objective optimization problem [22].
Min
 (7)
We normalize the values of Cost ser and
Costnet, which determine the energy consumption. The smaller the value of function f, the
lower the energy consumption in data center.
This is a multi-objective optimization problem, and it is also a classic combinatorial optimization problem.

IV. ALGORITHM
In Formula (7), Costser and Costnet are considered for static placement; Costser, Costnet and
Costmig are considered for dynamic migration.
Based on the static placement and dynamic
migration, we design a two-stage heuristic
algorithm: firstly, in VM placement, we propose to meet the physical capacity and network bandwidth capacity in order to minimize
the energy consumption in the data center;
secondly, in VM migration, we propose to
minimize the migration costs to optimize the
network maximum link utilization (MLU) and
reduce the energy consumption.
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4.1 VM placement algorithm
In this algorithm design, Formula (7) considers the energy consumption of servers Costser
and network elements Costnet regardless of the
migration costs Costmig. We attempt to achieve
two main purposes: (1) The optimization of
the energy consumption of PMs mainly by
minimizing the number of activated PMs
according to VM demand vector groups. (2)
The optimization of the energy consumption
of network elements by putting VMs with
large traffic onto the nearby PMs to optimize
the distribution of network traffic, so as to
minimize the number of activated switches.
As mentioned earlier, these two problems are
abstracted as QAP and BPP, which is not only
a multi-objective optimization problem but
also a NP-hard issue. Generally, heuristic intelligent algorithms such as genetic algorithm,
ant colony algorithm etc. are applied to solve
this problem, but these algorithms have the
defects such as poor time performance and the
instable results, so a new greedy algorithm is
applied in our paper for solving this multi-objective optimization problem.
The basic inputs are: tp: network topology,
traffic routing, A: traffic demands between
VMs, : VM i demands vector,
: PM m
vector. The basic outputs are: X: the mappings
of VMs on PMs, pm: the number of required
PMs, sw: the number of required switches.
Our design is as followings: (1) With the
flow between VMs in descending order, we
propose to put the VM pairs with the large
flow on the same PM. (2) Our scheme looks
for one of VMs (in the rest of VMs) with
largest communication flow which has been
placed on PMs, and then places this VM on
same PM. (3) If the current capacity of PM
cannot meet the demands of the VM, activate
another PM which keeps the shortest distance
with the current PM. Meanwhile, according
to the routing algorithm, our scheme looks for
one of VMs (in the rest of VMs) with largest
communication flow which has been placed
on PMs, and then places this VM on same
PM. (4) If the flows of VM to be placed canChina Communications • March 2014

not meet the network link bandwidth capacity,
repeat the second step and re-activate a new
PM.
In the hierarchical topology, routing algorithm mostly takes random selection strategy
which evenly distributes flows. However, we
take greedy knapsack algorithm to evaluate
possible paths and choose the leftmost route
with sufficient free capacity in a certain hierarchy layer of a structured topology, such as
a fat-tree. Within a layer, the paths are chosen
in a deterministic left-to-right order other than
a random order. When all flows are allocated,
the algorithm returns to an active network
elements subset where the traffic goes through,
and the network elements without flows can
be in the sleeping or closed state. Therefore,
we combine VM placement with flow path
routing to the energy-saving objective. This
algorithm is defined as VM-P. The algorithm
is described in Algorithms 1.

Algorithms 1 VM-P algorithm
Input: tp, A, B, ,
Output : X, pm, sw
Initial X,A,B,tp
Select the current PM
pm=1
The flows of VM pairs in descending order according to A
Pick VM s and VM t pairs with the largest flows
Place VM s and VM t on PM m
While
cannot be placed
Calculate traffic between VMs on PM m and VM s not yet placed
Choose VM s with the largest communication flows
If The capacity of VM s less than capacity of PM m
Calculate and Activate PM new
pm++
PM m ← PM new
else
If VM s cannot meets the capacity of network bandwidth
Calculate and Activate PM new
pm++
PM m ← PM new
Endif
Endif
Place VM s onto PM m
Endwhile
Calculate sw according to A,tp,Routing algorithm
Output X,pm,sw
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4.2 VM migration algorithm
With the time changing, VM workloads and
the traffic between VMs may also change.
Thus, in order to adapt to such change and
the flexibility, to meet the needs of the tenants
and to maximize the interests of the cloud
provider, we propose an algorithm for VM
migration. According to Formula (7), not only
are the energy consumption of PM Costser and
network elements Costnet considered, but also
the migration costs Costmig is considered.
The current position of VMs on the PMs
is taken for mapping matrix X, matrix A represents the current traffic with the changed
VM, tp expresses the network topology,
parameter tv expresses the migration costs
threshold (the number of VM migration); the
return value is formed with the optimized VM
target mapping matrix X` and the migration
costs Nmig.
The main points of our algorithm are: (1)
we design VM-P algorithms to meet X target,
which refers to capacity limitations of PMs
and the network bandwidth, and then calculate
set C which meets the optimal demands and
needs to be migrated. If the number of VMs
to be migrated is less than tv (the threshold
value), then migrate according to Xtarget, and
the migration task ends. (2) if the number of
VMs to be migrated is more than tv, then set
up a number of iterations nMax, and conduct a
number of iterations to select the better placement X`. (3) in each iteration, randomly select
a VM, and migrate to the corresponding PM
in accordance with the mappings of Xtarget; and
then delete this VM from the current PM, and
define this PM as PMmig (4) Xtarget finds out the
VM mapped to PMmig, and the mapping of this
VM in X is PMori; migrate VM to PMmig, repeat the iteration from PMori to PMmig, until the
migration times reach tv. This algorithm is defined as VM-Mig. The algorithm is described
in Algorithm 2.

4.3 Algorithm analysis
4.3.1 VM-P algorithm
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We abstract the energy optimization of PMs as
BPP, PMs as boxes and VMs as items. When
VMs with different sizes map onto PMs with
different sizes, the least number of PMs is
required. In addition, various resources constraints such as CPU, memory, storage, bandwidth have to be taken into account. Therefore,
such problem is defined as a multi-resource
constraints bin packing problem, which is also
NP-hard problem [14]. Its time complexity
is O(nn). Furthermore, network topology and
communication traffic are also considered to
optimize network resources, which can be
abstracted as QAP, which is NP-hard problem
[15].
Now, the common approximation algorithms for VM placement problem are Next
Fit (NF), First Fit (FF), Next Fit Decreasing
Algorithms 2 VM-Mig algorithm
Input: X, tp, A, B,tv
Output : X`,Nmig
Xtarget=VM-P(A,tp)
C=Diff(Xtarget,X)
If C.size<=tv:
X`=Xtarget
Return X`,Nmig
Else:
Xtmp=X
P=get_performance(X,A,tp)
For i <nMax
Nmig=0
tmp=i
While(Nmig<tv):
Move_vm(Xtmp,Xtarget,C[tmp])
Nmig++
Next=vm_on_target_pm(Xtarget,C[tmp])
Erase(C,tmp)
If next==NULL:
tmp=0
Else:
tmp=next
Endif
Endwhile
P`= get_performance(Xtmp,A, tp)
If P` better_than P:
P=P`
X`=Xtmp
Endif
Endfor
Return X`, Nmig
End if
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(NFD), First Fit Decreasing (FFD), etc [20].
FFD is the most common algorithm, which
sorts VM resource size according to the descending order, and firstly places VM with the
largest size. A new VM will be put onto the
firstly used PM, only when this PM has overloaded, next PM can be used. The time complexity of FFD is O(n), and the space complexity is O(1). Our algorithm both considers
the network traffic and computing resource
optimization. Compared with FFD, the time
complexity of VM-P is rather higher, its time
complexity is O(m∙n2), and space complexity
is O(n2).
4.3.2 VM-Mig algorithm
VM-Mig algorithm uses local search principle.
Local search is a common algorithm to solve
NP-hard problem. Despite its defects such
as the poor stability and possible local optimum, local search algorithm is widely used
in engineering practice for its fast and better
accuracy. The performance of VM-Mig mainly depends on the number of iterations nMax.
The greater the value of nMax, the more accurate the result. When nMax reaches a certain
value, the algorithm is convergent. The time
complexity of VM-Mig is O(nMax∙n2), and the
space complexity is O(n2).

V. EVALUATION
5.1 Simulation setup
Hierarchical topologies are usually applied in
data center, such as multi- root tree [10], VL2
[21], and fat-tree [23] etc., and we choose the
most common one —fat-tree, which may also
be commonly used in future data center.
We use C++ to develop our VM-P and VMMig algorithms. In VM placement patterns,
FFD is commonly used to solve BPP, which
can only optimize the energy consumption of
PMs; T-opt is taken to solve QAP, which only
optimize the energy consumption of the network resources; while Random algorithm can
neither optimizes the energy consumption of
PMs nor that of network resources. Based on
China Communications • March 2014

this, we respectively compare our VM-P algorithm with FFD, T-opt and Random. And then
in VM migration patterns, we compare VM-P
with VM-Mig algorithm.

5.2 Results
5.2.1 VM placement patterns
In the initial placement of VMs, our scheme
mainly attempts to optimize energy consumption by operating VM-P algorithm. With the
different scale of the VMs in the data center, a
group of VMs 60, 80 and 100 are respectively
selected in our simulation, and 16 PMs are
also selected. The basic inputs in our simulation are: VM resource vector group, PM
resources vector group and traffic matrix
between the VMs. For VM resource vector
group, Amazon EC2 [5] provides a flexible
choice to meet different application needs, so
we select the size of VMs and configuration
according to Amazon EC2. For VM traffic matrix, our experiments take the traffic patterns
in [11], and through the measurements and
estimation in [24], they show that the traffic at
long intervals is relatively stable. Two traffic
models exist in the data center ---global model
and partitioned model. Under the global traffic
model, each VM sends traffic to every other
VM at equal and constant rate, whereas this
sending rate can differ among VMs. Under the
partitioned traffic model, each VM belongs
to a group of VMs and it sends traffic only to
other VMs in the same group. Thus, we take
the partitioned model for the pairwise traffic
rate following a normal distribution.
To simplify the simulation, we use a homogenous PMs and VMs, that is, the VMs
in our simulation have the same CPU size,
memory capacity, disk space, etc.. We apply
Random, FFD, T-opt and VM-P to these three
groups of VM to calculate the required number of PMs, switches, and then we calculate
the energy consumption, total communication
traffic and MLU differences in fat-tree topology by three algorithms.
Fig.1-(a) shows the energy consumption of
these four algorithms in the fat-tree topology.
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It can be seen that different mappings between
VMs and PMs have different effects on energy
consumption. The energy consumption is
calculated on the basis of equation (7). The
power consumption of each PM is 750watt,
and the power consumption of each switch is
80watt. Since the random algorithm requires
more number of activated PMs and network
elements, the energy consumption by random
algorithm is the greatest; the energy consumption by VM-P is the smallest, FFD and T-opt
is just between these two. Here, VM-P and
FFD require almost the same number of PMs,
but VM-P shows better effect on the optimization of the total communication traffic than
FFD, which leads to less number of network
elements. More activated PM caused by T-opt
leads to the larger energy consumption than by
VM-P.
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Fig.1 Algorithm comparison in VM placement patterns
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Fig.1-(b) shows the differences in total
network traffic optimization by the three algorithms in the fat-tree topology. VM-P shows
better effects compared with FFD and random
algorithm. The amount of network traffic by
VM-P is averagely decreased by 41% than
by FFD, and decreased by 85% than by Random. Compared with T-opt, VM-P is weaker
in optimizing the network traffic, but the gap
between these two is quite slight.
Fig.1-(c) shows the MLU differences by the
three algorithms in fat-tree topology. It can be
seen that random algorithm has a more even
traffic distribution, but MLU is quite low;
MLU by VM-P is 10% lower than by FFD.
There is almost no gap between T-opt and
VM-P in optimizing MLU.
Compared with FFD, VM-P in our
simulation shows greater advantage in
optimizing MLU and total network traffic, and the objective of energy-saving is
also achieved. Compared with T-opt, VM-P
achieves better energy efficiency.

With the workloads and flows between VMs
changing, we use VM-Mig algorithm to realize
the dynamic migration of VMs. We selected
16 PMs and 60 VMs, and the other conditions
are similar to our simulations above. Due to
the limited writing space, the repetitive details will not be listed. As the changes of total
network traffic, energy consumption will also
be changed, so we adopt more intuitive total
network traffic as evaluation index, and the
optimization results of energy consumption
will not be repeated.
Fig.2-(a) shows the comparisons of total
communication traffic by Current Position,
VM-P and VM-Mig; and Fig.2-(b) is the comparison of MLU. X axis shows the changing
percentage in the traffic between VMs; the
migration costs mainly refer to the number
of VMs to be migrated. Here, the migration
threshold is about 20% of the total number
of VMs. The total communication traffic and
MLU are better optimized by VM-P, but a
large number of VMs are not in the initial poChina Communications • March 2014

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In our VM scheduling scheme, we consider multi-resource constraints of PM and
network bandwidth and attempt to save energy
consumption. We propose to optimize both
PM resources energy and network resources
energy. We abstract VM placement problem
as a combination of multi-constraint BPP
and QAP. After analyzing the advantages and
disadvantages of the selected algorithm, we
propose a new two-stage heuristic algorithm
to solve such problem. Our simulation results
show that the algorithm has achieved better
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sition, which means more VMs have to be migrated, and it is not practical in real operating.
If we do not migrate and maintain the initial
mapping, a poor optimization of energy and
MLU will re-occur. Thus, VM-Mig is applied
to solve this problem, under the condition of
migrating 20% of total number of VMs, and
the results are almost close to the effect caused
by VM-P.
Under the condition of the traffic change,
we assume 20% change to see the migration
costs’ influence on total communication traffic
and MLU. Fig.3-(a) shows the comparisons in
total communication traffic, Fig.3-(b) shows
the comparison in MLU, and X-axis shows the
changes of the migration cost. As can be seen
from the figures, when the migration threshold is up to 10%, VM-Mig achieves better
optimization results. Compared to the current
position, the total network traffic by VM-Mig
drops, which is almost close to the results by
VM-P. However, VM-P easily causes a large
number of VM migrations. With the increasing
migration threshold, VM-Mig does not show a
linear increase, and the change is rather slight.
In addition, MLU by VM-Mig also drops.
Compared with VM-P and current position,
VM-Mig can effectively optimize the network
performance, which preferably realizes the
balance between energy consumption and
network performance with a smaller migration
cost.
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results.
The main aim in our paper is to reduce the
quantity of physical resources to save energy
consumption in data center, but there are still
some potential problems. On the one hand, if
more and more VMs are placed on same PM,
physical resources will overload, which may
have influence on VM resource expansion. On
the other hand, if more network traffic aggregates on the same network link, network link
utilization will be improved, but it will also
bring network congestion. Thus, a balanced
workload for PMs should be a major future
concern, and our next research direction is
how to reach a relative balance between resources utilization and resources workload
in VM scheduling. In addition, since live
migration does not support the size change of
VMs in running, VM-Mig algorithm cannot
calculate the changing sizes of the resources,
so how to design this algorithm to adapt to the
computing resource changes will be also our
future concern.
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